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prominent scholar and educator. Incidents in an Educational Life explores the lessons Swales learned by teaching
The Spectator 1870

and by being taught. The story follows his gradual transformation from an English as a Second Language teacher to

The London Review of Politics, Society, Literature, Art, & Science 1863

one of the leading international figures in his field, stopping along the way to tell the sometimes amusing,

The College Courant 1871

sometimes painful anecdotes that have made him the recognized educator he is today. His entertaining prose make

Unusual Undertakings James Wilson 2003-03-19 To find an example of a full and successful, yet unconventional,

this volume a must-read for anyone considering the field, or the many ways in which we all become teachers.

military career, one need look no further than General 'Jim' Wilson. Always an outstanding sportsman, Jim found

John M. Swales is one of the leading international scholars in the field of English for Specific Purposes. He retired

himself in the Rifle Brigade after Oxford just before the Second World War. His memoir concentrates on six of his

in the summer of 2006 from the University of Michigan after teaching at multiple universities overseas. He is the

major military endeavors; North Africa as a platoon commander followed by the long struggle up through Italy,

co-author of the international bestseller Academic Writing for Graduate Students (3rd ed.).

both with the Rifle Brigade. After the war he was sent to India and became caught up in the momentous events of

A History of Winchester College Arthur Francis Leach 1899

Partition, and in a position to comment on all the key political and military personalities. His career prospered and

The American University Magazine 1894

he was one of the first commanders of a major peacekeeping operation in Cyprus, again closely involved with

The Public School Word-book John Stephen Farmer 1900

leaders such as Archbishop Makarios.

The Ecclesiastical gazette, or, Monthly register of the affairs of the Church of England 1847

Old and New London a Narrative of Its History, Its People, and Its Places by Walter Thornbury Edward Walford

The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art 1872

1870

Education Outlook 1892

The Education Outlook 1927

Saturday Review 1872

The Unitarian Register 1899

Sonnenschein's Cyclopaedia of Education Alfred Ewen Fletcher 1889

Journal of Education 1887

The Athenaeum 1830

Old and New London: Westminster and the western suburbs Walter Thornbury 1873

Classical World 1920

The Athenæum 1855

Time & Tide 1955

The Literary Gazette 1828

The Educational Times, and Journal of the College of Preceptors 1892

The Times Index 2003 Indexes the Times, Sunday times and magazine, Times literary supplement, Times

The Englishman John Staddon 2016 "Although I have been basically an academic for most of my life, the way I got

educational supplement, and the Times higher education supplement.

there has taken some surprising turns. The first four chapters of this memoir describe what I can remember and

The Public and Preparatory Schools Year Book 1981

discover about my early life: an unsuspected ancestry, fun in WW2 London, comical schooldays, and a spell in

The Schoolmasters' Yearbook & Educational Directory 1915

colonial Africa interrupting a wobbly college career at the end of which I left England for America. In the US I

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles James Augustus Henry Murray 1926

followed again a slightly erratic graduate-school trajectory that ended up in a Harvard basement." This is not just a

A History of King Alfred's College, Winchester, 1840-1980 Martial Rose 1981 King Alfred's College was originally

witty transatlantic autobiography from a talented English working-class kid who made his name in the USA but

called the Winchester Diocesan Training School.

also a learned and entertaining romp through the subject he has made his own. Growing up in a modest odd

The Lancet London 1873

family out in wartime England, and with a natural resistance to regimentation, John Staddon was the precocious

The Literary Gazette and Journal of the Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, &c 1845

self-driven polymath who first studied chemical engineering but switched to psychology because there were only

Incidents in an Educational Life John M. Swales 2013-05-22 Incidents in an Educational Life chronicles the

four or five classes a week. By way of his wide-ranging interests in biology, artificial intelligence, economics,

educational journey of John M. Swales. A leading scholar in the field of Applied Linguistics and its subfield of

philosophy and behavioural neuroscience, John Staddon introduces his important work on how animals learn. He

English for Specific Purposes, Swales has taught across the globe in places such as Italy, Sweden, Libya, the United

discusses the still relatively new and exciting field of behavioural psychobiology, explains theoretical research on

Kingdom, and the University of Michigan. His memoir offers a rare glimpse into the professional journey of a

choice and interval timing and debates so-called superstition in the learned behaviour of pigeons, rats, fish - and
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people. Here is a most entertaining life story interwoven with expansive thoughts across the marvellously wide
spectrum of behavioural psychology.
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